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IMPROVE TO INCREASE SUCCESS
At the PMC Bégin farm, the brothers Michel and Camil Bégin
manage the farm with the aim of maximizing profitability. Any
good idea is welcomed as long as it improves, the farm and the
owners’ financial situation.

History
In 1955, this farm converted milk to beef. Gradually, the num-
ber of beef cows increased to 120 in 1980 and 150 in 1983.
Since then, the number has remained the same at 150 cows.
In 1983, the parents formed a 4 member partnership: father,
mother, Michel and Camil. Then, in 1995, the two sons took
over and formed La Ferme PMC Bégin senc.

Herd
The herd is composed of commercial cows. As for the bulls,
they are selected according to their genetic value, definitely
superior, and the use they wish to make of the calves. Only the
best station tested bulls get Michel’s attention. The Charolais
and the Limousin bulls give terminal calves: without exception
all the females and males are sold. To produce breeding fe-
males, they buy maternal or intermediate breed bulls such as
Hereford and Simmental. In 2003, an Angus bull was pur-
chased to take over.

Herd management
Cows are there to calve and wean their calves. Because of this
they pregnancy check 100 % of the cows and heifers at the
end of October, at which time they weigh them all.

To organize the work as efficiently as possible, the adminis-
trators have decided to group the calving as much as possible.
In the 2001 cycle, they had 115 calving in the first 60 days
(representing 85 %). These calving took place during Decem-
ber and January.

They treat the whole herd with a large spectrum de-worming.
Cows and heifers are vaccinated to increase the density of an-
tibodies in the colostrum. During the calving season, they
check the herd every two hours, twenty-four hours per day: all
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verage weight at pasture tim
lb)
reweaning gain at pasture tim

lb/d)

ain on pasture (lb/d)

ctual average ratio :
eaning weight / cow weight (

umber of calving

he calves must be born alive and suck promptly. Of course, all
he calves are dehorned, castrated, vaccinated according to
he Beef Federation protocol, receive black leg vaccine fol-
owed by a booster before the spring turn out time.

ATBQ
ichel is a fervent user of the Programme d’analyse des trou-
eaux de boucherie du Québec (PATBQ). Once he receives
he reports, he studies them and uses the results to take some
udicious decisions to improve the profitability of the farm. You
an see in tables 1 and 2 that the herd’s performances improve
radually except in 2002 because of the drought. It’s easy to
ee now, but only because they kept valid records. For that,
ATBQ is the ideal tool.

o it’s not a matter of luck that the PMC Bégin Farm classed
irst at the national level in the 81 calving and more category.
he Chaudière-Appalaches MAPAQ personnel is proud of the
esults obtained by this high performance farm. Congratula-
ions to these high performing administrators.

enis Brouillard, agronome
egional advisor in animal production
APAQ, Chaudière-Appalaches
Zootechnical Results

1998
Cycle

1999
Cycle

2000
Cycle

2001
Cycle

2002
Cycle

) N.A. 370 357 364 361

90 87 87 85 84

es 9,9 4,7 6,3 3,7 0,7

s) 243 243 246 259 265

650 694 704 747 750

2,31 2,49 2,51 2,56 2,51
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e 308 340 369 400 419

e 1,98 2,26 2,29 2,32 2,43

2,50 2,62 2,73 2,82 2,55
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BLUE OR GOLD PAPERS, NEWS RULES
IN EFFECT JANUARY 1ST, 2003
Since January 1st, 2003 the rules which determine the qualifica-
tion of a bull for the superior genetic quality are different. Please
read attentively the following to understand the changes which
were voted in May 2002 at the annual general meeting of the
Comité consultatif provincial (CCP), a board consisting of mem-
bers from Quebec Beef Federation (FPBQ), all the different pure
breed associations, and the MAPAQ.

What is the PATBQ supervised version ?
The breeder who is registered on the supervised version has to
declare to their designated supervisor within 48 hours of the
calf’s birth, it’s birth date, it’s weigh, the sex and the dam identi-
fication.

At random, the supervisor will make validation visits to validate
and process the data and the weighing of calves 5 days old or
less. At weaning and at yearling weight, all calves still present in
the inventory must be weighed in the presence of the supervi-
sor. The aim of this PATBQ option is to give more credibility to
the information supplied on the performance reports.

Bulls evaluated at a Québec test station
Bulls from contemporary groups as defined by regulation,
whose indexes have been published and which have met the
minimum threshold requirements established shall automatically
be recognized as genetically superior bulls.  If a bull comes from
a supervised herd, the attestation will be gold and a non super-
vised bull will receive a blue attestation.

Bulls evaluated on home test
The follow basic guidelines will not be effected by the modifica-
tions.
♦  When Expected Progeny Differences (EPD) are available,

minimum accuracy shall be required for a trait to be consi-
dered.

♦  Verify the source of the EPD (on Programme d’analyse des
troupeaux de boucherie du Québec [PATBQ], EPD breed
averages are equal to zero).

♦  No trait shall have a net value equal or inferior to the dis-
qualification threshold established.

♦  When EPDs are not available, only the top 20 % of indi-
viduals shall qualify for post-weaning gain index (minimum
established at 10 bulls of the same breed).

Before January 1st 2003

Herd on PATBQ, regular version (blue paper) and supervised
version (gold paper) :
♦  Bull with 3 of 4 direct improving traits = TERMINAL BULL
♦  Birth weight or direct calving ease and one of 2 improving

maternal trait = MATERNAL BULL
♦  If the bull qualifies in both categories, it shall have both

terms = TERMINAL AND MATERNAL BULL

Changes since Jan

A- Herd on PATBQ
verifiable breed 

♦  Only weaning a
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EPDs will be us
the supervised d
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♦  A bull can hav
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SUMMARY MEMO

The memo is a additional tool which has been added to
the short history of PATBQ. One may say “What more
paper?” Yes, but look at the pertinence and use of the
sheet, while grouping many technical criteria gives a
written message of objectives for the business to obtain.

Analysis of the results
Making controls requires that one notes, on a day-to-day
basis, information on birth, identification, ATQ, weights
and exits from the herd. Or this to make sense, process-
ing of data must peek the curiosity of the producer. It is
this same curiosity or thirst for knowledge that makes
producers find the time to fill in the data. Let’s make on
thing clear: your advisor can than accompany you in the
improvements you have wished for your business.

The memo allows you to do a diagnosis of the business.
For criterias such as calving interval, pre-weaning death
rate, age at weaning, actual weaning weight, pre-weaning
average daily gain, analysis of these results gives pro-
ducers an opportunity to know exactly the performance of
their herd. We look at each criteria, we compare it to the
regional and provincial average, to the top 25%, finally
establish realistic objectives to attain in the short and long
terms.

Strong points and points that need improvement
The advisor starts the criteria list with the strong points,
those that are higher than average. These points are val-
orizing for the producers and should be maintained.

Next will follow points to be improved. For some, it is im-
portant to know the points that are below average. It is
preferable to do better before doing more. It is preferable
to improve the weak points before increasing cow num-
bers. This way we are waking sleeping money. You and
your advisor must identify the causes, reasons that ex-
plain the weak results for certain criteria.

These causes could be of two types. Firstly, those out of
your control : drought, sickness, predators, etc. There are
also causes stemming from poor management, poor ge-
netics.

Recommendations
To obtain better results, we must improve on technical
performances by adapting better practices in manage-
ment, health, or breeding and growth.
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e, it could mean rotating pastures to obtain better
e daily gains ADG on pasture. For others, improv-
lth practices to increase the percentage of calves

d. For others, use a superior genetic bull, which will
e the conformation of calves and gain, while
g calving ease.

ATBQ advisor can inform you of the economic ad-
es when the last results are attained. An improve-
f any criteria translates into potential gains based
information from your herd.

le: you reduce your calving interval from 370 days
days, for a herd of 45 cows; this translates to an
e of revenue of about $85 per day or $430 for the
ou reduce the death rate or increase the average

ain or increase the weaning weight: essentially, all
hanges help increase the actual gross revenue,
 achievement of one's objectives.

 most important is that the recommendation be ac-
 by the producer, otherwise the advisor may as
 talking to the wall.

olution of the technical performances of a herd can
esented in the form of a graph. This visual aspect
appreciated by producers.

sion
nager of a business, you have to manage person-
ur employees (cows) do not all work for you with
e intensity. By participating in PATBQ, you have

 to a multitude of information, which will allow you
ove your herd. To help you, your PATBQ advisor
hand the memo on technical results of the busi-
nd it’s economic impact. There for you to make
se of.

lzile, technologiste agricole
n régionale du Bas-Saint-Laurent
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THE ARRIVALS
OF SIMPLIFIED

PATBQ
 in other animal productions (milk
d hog), the MAPAQ engaged itself
1993 in the development of a herd
nagement tool for beef production,
inly for the cow-calf sector. Put to-
ther at that time with the data proc-
sing methods available in 2000,
TBQ started showing signs of be-
 outdated. With the approval of the

nistry’s authority at the end of 2001,
 have started looking at the con-
pt and the functionality of PATBQ.
e PATBQ modification is a two year
ject at a cost of $ 1,4 M. The deliv-
 of the modified version of PATBQ
scheduled for the beginning of

04.

er reaching 1100 enterprises par-
ipating in 1998, the regular PATBQ
w has 746 active enterprises of
ich 94 are registered on the super-
ed version. This variation of the
sic PATBQ, which included the su-
rvision of weighing and the attesta-
ns of conformity, for issuing of su-
rior genetic papers, was put in
ce in 1999 and revised in Septem-
r 2002.

ependently of these developments
the last five years, the use of
TBQ in the cow-calf herd has
own the need for a basic herd
nagement tool. This basic tool

uld not be provided through present
TBQ (whether it be the regular or
 supervised version). Many partici-

ting enterprises and the MAPAQ
rsonnel brought to our attention the
ed for a simplified tool. This tool,
 were told, had to require as little
iting as possible and give out, on a
gle sheet, the maximum informa-
n regarding most productive cows
d provide data on calves at least
til weaning.

e evolution of the data processing
de us look at actual access to
TBQ.  The revised PATBQ will al-
 access by Internet in Web appli-

tions for all breeders who want it.
velopment of the simplified version
ould at least give this type of ac-
ss. We had therefore all the ingre-
nts necessary for the content of a
plified PATBQ. In December 2002,

the first drafts were made. They were validated by
the PATBQ user committee, and by the MAPAQ
personnel in March 2003. In parallel to the revision
of regular PATBQ we believe in the development
of the simplified version, and to make this version
available in spring of 2004.

PARTICULARS OF SIMPLIFIED PATBQ
To our knowledge, the adopted formula doesn’t
exist anywhere else. It appeals to the following
ideas :

a) Choice of method : mail or fax or web
b) Choice of units : kg or lb
c) Choice of the language : French or English
d) Functioning by block : cow and herd depar-

ture, bull, calf, weaning, backgrounding, calf
departure.

e) Two lines per breeding female, the first one
for the previous cycle, the 2nd for the present
cycle.

f) Compliance with ATQ identification for cows,
bulls and calves.

g) Transmission of identification of declared
animals to ATQ.

h) Calf birth declaration, with or without weigh-
ing.

i) Calculation of calving interval or days since
the last calving.

j) Date and weight of calf at weaning (with ad-
justed value at 180, 200, 225 or 240 days)
and calculation of the daily gain since birth
(optional).

k) Date and weight of steers and calculation of
daily gain for backgrounding (optional).

l) Average and number of previous cycles for
cows, calves, calf and steer performances.

m) Average and number of the ongoing cycle for
cows, calves, calf and steer performances.

The simplified PATBQ version is sufficiently inno-
vative to attract the interest and the registration of
several hundred cow-calf enterprises in Quebec.
With 200 000 beef cows, distributed in more than
7000 herds, Quebec can’t do without a functional,
modern, simple and efficient tool for herd man-
agement. The simplified PATBQ can do the job.

Jacques Olivier, agronome
Quebec Regional Director

Serge Poussier, agronome
Direction de l’innovation scientifique
et technologique
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